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Our First Year
Looking Forward (and Backward)
A
1
9
9
3 draws to a dose, the FLANN1G
membership must feel proud of our first
year of existence. At our initial meeting,
held in February, wegaveourselvesaname,
decided on our structure,and elected officers. We also decided that our first speaker
should be none other than the inventor of
fuzzy logic, Dr. Lotfi Zadeh. Our first formal meeting, held in April, wasattended by
over 100people who turned out to hear Dr.
Zadeh's philosophical words on approximate reasoningand thenatureof uncertain?y. Our May meeting hosted Boeing's Dr.
;om Caudell giving a fascinating talk on
applications of neural networks at Boeing.
lnjune, BusterGreenegavean introduction
to geneticalgorithms. After summer break,
our own secretary, Tyler Folsom, spoke on
vision in biological systems. In October, we
bmke from the standard meeting format of
hosting a speaker, and held r riibw lively
roundtable discussion featuringa panel of 5
fuzzy logic practitioners from industry,
moderated by Dr. Bob Marks from the University of Washington. Based on this success, we will host a roundtable talk on neural networks in '94.
Our final speaker of 1993 was Professor
Jenq-Neng Hwang from the University of
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Roundtable Brings
Fuzzy Logic Into
Focus
We recentlyconducted a roundtablediscussion of applyingfuzzy logicto real lifeproblems Dr. Bob Math of the University of
Washington lead thequestioningof the five
mernber panel. The experienceof our panel
members ranged from creiiting software to
explore fuzzy logic to making hardware
en~beddedfuzzy systems, and fmm control
systehs of large manufacturingkilns to the
braking of airplanes. The panel members,
with the direction of Dr. Marks, offered
commentary on the stability of systems,
eased training,problemsencountered,and
the possible future of fuzy systems.
The participants were
Dave Lenartz of Byte Dynamics
Mr Lenartz has worked to develop software which can be used to build a fuzzy

Washington, speakingon practical issuesof
back-propagation learning.
In addition to this program of activities,
we have positioned ourselvesfor a prosperousfuture. Ourcoffersarefulllandwehave
secured funding from the Local IEEE Section as well as from the Neural Networks
Council of lEEE (our parent body.) These
fundsare in addition to the funds provided
by our $10 annual membership fee.
So, as we look to 1994,we can plan an
excitingprogram. Indeed,severalactivities
are already set. Our January meeting will
host Dr. Mike Healy of Boeingspeakingon
artificial life. In February, Dr. Harnmerstrom of AdaptiveSolutions,Inc will speak.
Our May meeting will feature Dr. George
Klir, world renowned fuzzy logidan. In
addition, 1994 will see another roundtable
discussion.
The rest of the schedule is wide open and
we will havea newly electedexecutivecommittee givingitsenergy,enthusiasm and its
own perspective to the group. If you want
to have your say on what gets planned, get
involved! Come to the December election
meeting, give your inputs, or best yet, run
for Office.
-Colin We1
1
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system. Its graphical representationsmake
it easy to explore fuzzy logic decisions.
Ivan Rozek ofSamnt&
Mr. Rozek uses fuzzy logic to control large
rotary kilns used in the manufacture of
paper pulp and cement.

Jim Peckol of Oxford Consulting
Oxford Consulting is a r-ch
company
which pmvides analysis, design, project
leadenhip, training and expert services in
m . b e d d systems m d filuy logic
Suray Bhatia qf Boeing
Dr. Bahtia teachesfuzzy logicat Boeing, and
has used fuzzy logic in several control system designs.
Colin Wul, Independent ConsulfPnt
Before becoming independent, Mr. Wiel
worked at Boeing where he designed fuzzy
systems used for automatic braking and
antiskid braking.

Dr. Mar& started the discussion with the
comment that fuuy logic is offering a paradigm shift; a new way of t!+king. The
general view of the panel was that the new
way of thinking was meeting with resistance. F u u y logic is not beiig accepted

because it isnot "mathematica1"or"logical".
Fuzzy systems are difficult to model and
predict, and thereisa lackof proofsshowing
that they are effective and robust.
Dr. Marks presented an amusingillustration of the life cycleof a new idea: it enpys
immense popularity when introduced and
weryone expects great results, then falls
into disrespect when it fails to meet the
initia! xpectations, and finally rises back
intou mtheappropriateapplications.Jim
Peckol commented that fuzzy logic won't
solve ail of our problems, but that doesn't
mean that it should be abandoned completely. Weneed tounderstand thetechnology and apply it where appropriate.
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What Problems Are Fuzzy Logic
ApproptiPte For?

\

Both lvan and Dave have had successusing
fuzzy logic in thecontrol of manufacturing
processes. lvan uses it tocontrol large rotary kilns, and Dave uses it in high temperature fumaces at Kaiser Aluminum. Both
were working with manufacturingsystems
which are impossible to model accurately,
yet the general process is well understood.
Another problem was that the test
measurementson the kilns were fairly fallible. lvan tried many other probability
based control methods, but eventually settled with fuzzy because it allowed for the
decoupling of the inputs. One faulty readingof a test measurement would not cause
the wholecontrol system to fail in the fuzzy
systems.

area' will have to be explored thoroughly
before it is ready to be applied to the industrial arena.

More Information:
Dr. Bob Marks offers courses through the
University of Washington.
Oxford Consulting offers coursesand consulting services.
Byte Dynamics offers a software package
called "FuzzyLogic Designer". Their advertisement appears in this newsletter.
The book "Fuzzy Sets, Uncertainty and Information" by George Klir and Tina Folger
was recommended.
Best of all, lEEE will publish next yeat a
collectionofartidesonapplicationsoffuzzy
logic in a wide variety of areas.
-Wendy Bannister

How Stoble are Fuzzy Systems?
Fuzzy systems model human behavior they model a system asa person would run
it. This design creates a very stable system
if it is designed by a person who knows
exactly how the system should behave. The
makeup of our panel demonstrated that
fuzzy systems designed by experts are
successful.
Unfortunately, there are many applications where the system is unknown. For
thesecasesit wouldbeusefultotraina fuzzy
system, or tune it. Tuning is difficult be
cause of the number of variables: there are
membership functions for each input, and
dedsionrulesfortheinteractio~~~.
Dr. Marks
found over 200 references to tuning fuzzy
systems through a literature m c h , but it
was clear that the most popular fuzzy systems in use today are designs which copy
the experience of experts.
General agreement among the panelists
was that using fuzzy logic doesnot absolve
oneof understandingtheproblem. However, for those interested in more daring uses
of fuzzy systems, Dr. Marks suggested several ideas for tuning fuzzy systems such as
using back propagationor settingup a fuzzy
system within a neural network, deriving
the fuzzy system from the trained network.

Wherein the World is Fuzzy Logic
Accepted if not in America?
The unanimous answer was Japan where
Zadeh iscompared to Edison, and "Fudgie"
logic is used in everythingfrom helicopters
and trains to vacuum cleaners Research in
America is beiig conducted through institutionssuchasthe ~edera1'~ureau
of ~ i n e s ,
NASA, DARPA, and some small industrial
companiesasshown by our panelists. Dave
has rbived inquiries about using fuzzy
systems in the biomedical field, but fears
that it may not be pursued because the FDA
may find fuzzy logic obpztionable.

HOED$Tc1(It is it to Crate
a Fuzzy System?
Colin was introduced to the problems of
braking airplanes at Boeing anned with a
bachelor's degree, a littleknowledgeof control systems, and Suray's teaching of fuzzy
logic He was able to create a fuzzy system
which irnprovedauto-brakingand anti-skid
performance of the planes.
One panel qember commented that it is
easy to adjust the system and find problems
since the system is designed by someone
who knows how it should work. Dr. Marks
was ready to apply fuzzy logicasa raearch
tool to relativelyunknownsystems,but that

In Through the
Out Door
Practical Issues of BackPropagation Learning
Jenq-Neng Hwang has been with the University of Washington for five years, and
teachesa courseon Neural Networks there.
During his talk, he discussed several imovationsinneural networksstartingwith the
standard Multi Layer Perceptmn (MLP),
progressing to the Cascaded Correlation
LearningNetwork (CCLN),and finally p r e
sentinghisPmjectionPursuit LearningNetwork (PPL).

'ProjectionPursuit
Learning uses orthoginal
Hemite polynomials at each
~ o d combined
e
with sequential
construction of nodes in
the hidden layer.
'

A single artificial neuron consists of a
number of inputs which are multiplied by
appropriateweights, summed, thenpassed
through a nonlinear function before being
output as a new signal. In the most commonly used neural network,the Mu1ti-Layer Perceptron, these outputs feed into another layer of neurons, or to output nodes.
Each node in a MLI' m a t commonly uses
asigmoidal function asthenonlinearity. Dr.
Hwang suggested letting each node of a
network have its own non-linear function.
When these functions are taken to be Hermite polynomials, high dimensional data
can beinterpretedthrough well chosen lower dimensiqnal projections. This inaeases
the power of the network dramatically and
gives it the same effectiveness as a larger
network using sigmoid functions.
One drawback to using neural networks
is that they are not easy to optimize. Although they canbe easilyand automatically
trained, there is no way to determine the
optimalsizeof astandard MLP other than to
build several and choose the one with the
best performance This isespeciaUy probla-

matic when each network may take 3 to 5
days to train!
Asthe MLP is trained, one training object
is put into the network, and all of the nodes
are updated to minimize the error at the
output layer. With thistrainingmethod,the
network is of a fixed size during the entire
trahing process. An alternatemethod is to
build the network one'node at a time. Each
node can have the weightsupdated, or new
nodes can be 'added. This conveniently
provides a way to implement a stopping
criteria - when the network performance
stops ~ p r o v i n gstop
, adding nodes. This
method is incorporated in the CCLN.
Proffessor Hwang'slatest version, i'rojection Pursuit Learning, uses orthoginal Hermite polynomials at each node combined
with the sequentialconstruction of nodes in
the hidden layer. Thisensures that the first
N hidden neuronsextract themost relevant
data features. Nodes added subsequently
will refine theclassification. Several &amples were given showing superior performance for this method.
It wasclear from his presentation that Dr.
Hwang is dedicated to promoting the use of
NNs, and spendsconsiderableeffort trying
to improve them becausehe believes in their
potential., He admitted that some of the
problems could be solved more easily by
other methods, but he alx, said that he
believes that NNscan also solvethose problems; they simplyneed to be given a &ce.
In the solution of these problems, he hopes
to improve the power of NNs to a point
where they can beused moreeasilyina-wide
variety of appl'ications.
For the remainder of the talk, he introduced many different applications of NNs
which he is involved in to give us an idea of
the variety of applications possible if the
effort is applied. One project was to train a
neural network such- that ooints on the
boundary of a 3-d object recilved a value of
0,while points further away recived higher
values. New objects could be input to this
network and ameasureof how cioselythey
match the on@ results. Another project
was to use a NN to generate.energy functions whichcould beapplied to find boundary points, such as defining the outline of
lips for a lipreading program.
He wanted to show that by trying different methods,analyzingtheapplication,and
decidingwhat to modify,dramaticimprove
ments can be made to the performance of a
basic method. Thanks for the illustrationof
what'spossible when a person is persistent!
~ e n d Bannister
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